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Current composition of Trusted Introducer Review Board

- **Andrew Cormack (chair)**
  until September 2003
- **Jimmy Arvidsson**
  until September 2004
- **Jacques Schuurman**
  until September 2005
- **Gorazd Bozic**
  TF-CSIRT chair, ex officio
- **Karel Vietsch (secretary)**
  TERENA representative
Tasks of TI Review Board

- receive 4-monthly reports by the TI
- review the overall performance of the TI and handle complaints about the TI
- sign PGP keys of the TI
- set and if necessary change operational framework for the TI
- decide about special issues regarding CSIRTs with “accredited” and “accredited candidate” status, incl. making exceptions to TI standard procedures
Matters discussed in TI Review Board meeting, 29 May 2003

- **Meetings of accredited CSI RTs**
  4 weeks before every TF-CSIRT meeting TI will send out call for agenda items for a possible meeting of accredited CSIRTs

- **Status report on Trusted Introducer by Klaus-Peter Kossakowski**
  see previous presentation
Matters discussed in TI Review Board meeting, 29 May 2003 (2)

• **Annual review**
  • review report to be completed before mid-July
  • primary process OK and successful
  • but critical remarks about reporting, priority setting (e.g. website), etc.
  • TI should use TI Review Board for advice

• **Procedures**
  • for meetings of accredited CSIRTs, elections of TI Review Board members, meetings of the TI Review Board
  • to be circulated to accredited CSIRTs soon
Matters discussed in TI Review Board meeting, 29 May 2003 (3)

- When can an organisation be listed on the TI website as a “listed CSI RT”?
- if the TI has reason to believe that the CSIRT exists and is operational, i.e. has a constituency
- health warning to be added: listing on the TI website does not say anything about the quality and effectiveness of the CSIRT and not even about its trustworthiness
- requires regular updating of list of “listed CSIRTs” (e.g., removing CSIRTs that are no longer active)

**Date of next meeting**
- Amsterdam, 25 September 2003